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1 Abstract

Looking at crack propagation modeling today there
are a few different methods that enables the possi-
bility to simulate an advancing crack. One of these
methods are cohesive zones. Cohesive zones are
modeled as an interface between two continuum
surfaces and are described by a constitutive law
that is to represent the crack propagation.

The commercial FEM-program used to implement
cohesive zones, ABAQUS CAE, gives the possibil-
ity to implement linear and exponential softening
in the traction-separation law. Using a double can-
tilever beam the traction-separation law with a lin-
ear initial loading and a linear or exponential soft-
ening is implemented.

Looking at the results, when using the same vari-
ables for the exponential and linear softening, there
is no big difference in the results of the behavior of
the beam. The curves for both implementations
coincide very well. There are differences in the
convergence of the calculations, both methods con-
verge well but the linear softening not as well as
the exponential softening.

There will be no new theory presented, only a
summary of various different theories developed by
other authors.

2 Introduction

The work done is intended to be an aid in choos-
ing a suitable traction-separation formulation for a
specific problem given. Why do we use cohesive
zones? Why is the choice of parameters so impor-

tant to make the calculation run smoothly? How
do we model them in a FE-calculation?

Looking into cohesive zones there is at first a lot of
information to be found in the literature. Before
starting to model a cohesive zone the theoretical
aspects of cohesive zones are studied. At first un-
derstanding is built on why we use cohesive zones
and then also understanding on how they work.
Learning more and getting a better understand-
ing is pivotal before implementing it in the FE-
program. Modeling of the cohesive zones is done
in a commercial FEM-program called ABAQUS
CAE. ABAQUS is a very powerful tool for FE-
calculations.

Cohesive zones are for most parts implemented
in fracture analyses and used to simulate crack
growth. For this report the cohesive zones are used
for studying crack tip conditions at a mode I crack.

3 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics

Early work in the field of fracture mechanics re-
garding stress concentrations around elliptical holes
was developed by C.E. Inglis in 1913 [9]. His the-
ory predicted that the stresses at a perfectly sharp
crack tip approach infinity. In other words; that
the material would have zero strength [15]. Instead
of analysing the stress state in the vicinity of the
crack tip, A.A. Griffith developed a theory based
on energy-balance [6].

The early work by Griffith was later developed fur-
ther by G.R. Irwin[10]. Irwin defined the energy
release rate, G, as the rate of change in potential
energy with crack area for a linear elastic mate-
rial. Crack extension occurs when the energy re-
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lease rate reaches a critical value, G = Gc, which
is a measure of fracture toughness.

The balance equation under equilibrium conditions
for an incremental increase in crack area, dA, can
be expressed as

dE

dA
=
dΠ

dA
+
dWs

dA
= 0 (3.1)

which is equivalent to

−dΠ

dA
=
dWs

dA

where E is the total energy, Ws is the work needed
to create two new surfaces and Π is the potential
energy in the form of strain energy and work done
by external forces. For an edge crack, two new
surfaces are created when a crack is formed. Thus
the expression for Ws takes the form

dWs

dA
= 2γs (3.2)

where γs is the material specific surface energy.

4 Cohesive Zone Modeling of Fracture

Failure and fracture is a big part of many fields
in engineering. It is therefore important to under-
stand and to be able to do calculations on failure
processes and fractures. To analyze these phenom-
ena efficiently in arbitrary geometries, a general
numerical method is needed that can describe the
initiation and evolution of a crack. The method
should include and be able to simulate the initial
loading, the damage initiation with initial debond-
ing, and the damage evolution until complete sepa-
ration and failure has occurred. A method used for
these kind of problems is modeling with cohesive
zones.

Cohesive zone models are based on theory from
Barenblatt and Dugdale [2, 5]. Their method for
using cohesive zones to represent a crack propaga-
tion path is very similar to Griffith’s theory based
on a surface energy that measures the resistance

against crack advance. When using cohesive ele-
ments a constitutive equation describes the behav-
ior of the failing cohesive material elements in front
of the crack tip. The constitutive relation for a co-
hesive interface is such that the traction across the
interface will vary depending on the separation of
the crack. With increasing separation, the traction
will reach a maximum, start to decrease and even-
tually be reduced to zero.

A typical cohesive stress-displacement diagram is
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: A typical stress-displacement diagram for a co-
hesive element, taken from [1].

When a cracked structure is exposed to some exter-
nal loads the crack surfaces are subjected to forces
which restrain the surfaces from separating. These
forces can be seen as cohesive forces. The cohesive
stress is a function of the relative displacement be-
tween the crack surfaces, σ = σ(δ). The external
loads will increase δ until it reaches δ∗, see figure
1. When δ∗ is reached the bond between the crack
faces breaks and new free surfaces are created.

When two new free surfaces are created, the atoms
can be considered to be pulled apart. They are
slowly moving out of range from their neighbours.
For the process where new free surfaces are created,
the cohesive stresses perform some amount of work.
The work is written as

W =

δ∗∫
0

σ(δ)dδ (4.1)
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This relation is equal to the J-integral. To prop-
agate a crack through the distance ∆a, a surface
energy is needed which corresponds to

∆Us =

∆a∫
0

δ∗∫
0

σ(δ)dδdx = ∆a

δ∗∫
0

σ(δ)dδ (4.2)

The area under the traction-separation curve is by
definition twice the surface energy. Recalling equa-
tion (3.2), γs is the surface energy for one new free
surface created and for a crack we have two new
free surfaces. This gives us

δ∗∫
0

σ(δ)dδ = 2γs + γp (4.3)

If the cohesive zone is negligible in size compared
to the characteristic lengths of the structure around
the crack it can be concluded that Griffiths theory
and the theory of atomic cohesive forces are iden-
tical, cf. equation (3.2).

The information above on cohesive zone models is
collected from several authors, see references [1, 5,
12, 13, 14, 16, 17]

4.1 Traction-Separation Laws

A basic bilinear traction-separation law, frequently
used in calculations, can be seen in figure 2, where
the softening after damage initiation is linear. An-
other model frequently used is the one seen in figure
3, where the softening after damage initiation is de-
scribed by an exponential function. Crack propa-
gation can be simulated using different parameters
that control the advance of the crack front for cohe-
sive zone models. It can be based on either the local
energy release or on the separation of the crack sur-
faces which corresponds to the displacement of the
cohesive elements [3].

The bilinear model is uniquely defined by the set
of parameters that describes the top point, (δ0

n,t0n),
and the end point, (δtn,0), of the triangle. For both
the bilinear and the exponential model the maxi-
mum traction sustainable by the cohesive element,

Figure 2: Illustration of a simple bilinear traction-
separation law, taken from [2].

Figure 3: Illustration of exponential damage evolution in
a traction-separation law, taken from [3].

tn, is required. This threshold value is important
since it governs when initiation of damage occurs.
The penalty stiffness, K0, is also an important pa-
rameter in ensuring realisitic pre-crack conditions.
K0 is the slope of the first part of the curve seen
in figure 2 and 3. If the penalty stiffness is insuf-
ficient, large displacements will occur in the inter-
face, which alters the behavior of the structure.

When choosing to prescribe failure displacement,
the critical energy release rate can be calculated as
the area under the curve, and vice versa.

Γ0 =

δ0∫
0

T (δ)dδ (4.4)

5 Cohesive Zone Modeling in Abaqus

Different cohesive zone models can be defined in
ABAQUS CAE, which is the pre- and post proces-
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sor of ABAQUS. In the present study, the cohesive
zone model is implemented in a double cantilever
beam (DCB). A DCB is a good model to be able
to investigate the basic behavior of the cohesive el-
ements and find a traction-separation law that is
suitable for predicting crack growth. DCB struc-
tures in combination with cohesive zones have been
employed in, for example, [1] and [4]. For the anal-
ysis a plane stress condition is implemented for con-
ditions of small-scale yielding where LEFM applies.
Plane stress is used since we are looking at a DCB
which is small in the thickness direction compared
to the in-plane dimensions.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

The mesh convergence study for the cohesive zone
shows that no significant difference in the results
are obtained when using different mesh densities.
The results for the different counts of cohesive el-
ements coincide. This shows that the number of
cohesive elements will not significantly affect the re-
sults. However, the general experience from work-
ing with cohesive elements during this project is
that choosing too few elements can result in in-
stability and convergence difficulties. Using a very
fine mesh in the cohesive zone can, on the other
hand, lead to very long computation times. The
mesh density must therefore be chosen carefully
with these two points in mind.

Using an exponential softening model the calcula-
tions was perceived to converge faster. The linear
softening has a good convergence as well but not
as good. The behavior of the two different models
does not show differences in the resulting behav-
ior of the simulated beam. The crack extends in
the same way, which is controlled by the fracture
energy, and initiates at the same time, due to the
choice of penalty stiffness and maximum traction.
Most inequalities are seen after damage initiation
which is when the damage evolution behaves ac-
cording to either of the two different models. The
results, however, follow the same slope and con-
verge to about the same value.

7 Future Work

Writing this report gave us a perspective of how
useful cohesive zone models can be. Even though
it is not yet big in the area of crack propagation in
steel it has huge potential. Most applications today
are for brittle materials and very ductile materials,
like polymers. The theory on the subject is endless
and there are still much to look into even further.
There are a lot of traction-separation models for
the cohesive zone proposed by different authors and
still more to come. The work on cohesive zones is a
long way from being finished. For more thourough
information about the cohesive zones look at the
report that the article is based on [11].

A proposal on further work with crack advance is
to consider Hallberg’s article from 2007 [8]. In this
article, a constitutive model for martensite trans-
formation in austenitic stainless steel is derived. In
a subsequent article, also by Hallberg, from 2011
[7], results are shown from a stationary crack where
the martensite transformation at the crack tip is in-
cluded. Using this constitutive model with a cohe-
sive zone model on an advancing crack would make
it possible to investigate how the martensite trans-
formation influences the crack propagation.
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